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Abstract
In maintenance of rock-fill dam, internal damages as any local heave or liquefaction/hydro-fracture
outcome after strong earthquake shaking are detected numerically. The proposed model can rationally
describe the semi-macroscopic behavior of geo-materials under the effects of any change sensed by overall
instrumentation data outcome with regards to the pre-existing values before damages. The solution method
is based on satisfying equilibrium, compatibility and minimum energy level as three main nature laws for
any porous medium during elastic, plastic, softening, and hardening regimes. Accordingly, any
compressive, tensile, shearing on plane conditions created upon experimental tests (under both quasi-static
and dynamic conditions) can be numerically simulated. Any changes of displacements, stresses, strains,
and even inclinations, excess pore water pressure at measuring points are converted to equivalent nodal
effects and are applied to affected nodes to contribute in the solved equations. Therefore, various boundary
conditions are applied to corresponding nodes creating damages or cracks as opening/
widening/closing/sliding at predefined sampling planes to change strength/permeability as the effects due
to damages. The capability of proposed model in damage progression and fragmentation is investigated
through the analysis of any earth structure and rock-fill dam to show the ideal damages across dam body.
Keywords: instrumentation data, shear banding, liquefaction, hydraulic fracture, damage orientation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The instrumentation of dam body and foundation plays a vital role as though any change in the
structural behavior such as plastic heave, shear banding, seepage vein, etc., can be established in time based on
the data observed by the instruments [1,2]. Accordingly, any remedial action and out coming measures can be
taken up so as to avoid failure of the structure. Adequate instrumentation in earth fills and their foundations
provide significant quantitative data indicating the magnitude and distribution of stress/strain, inclination,
displacement, acceleration, pore pressures and their variations with time and other patterns of seepage, zones of
potential piping, proper functioning of the filter media and effectiveness of under seepage control measures.
On the other hands, numerical analysis of the behavior of dam under any load application such as
earthquake shaking and effects of existing boundary conditions, clearly, is expected to show stability through
equilibrium, compatibility and under limit material behavior within continuum mechanic laws. However, any
deficiency makes exceeding the limits creating abnormal differences and transferred to the location of measuring
instruments. There are evidences too that exceptionally strong earthquakes have produced remarkable damages,
thus showing that the actual seismic behavior of these structures is not yet fully understood, because damages are
mostly internal, therefore, not directly checkable [3].
Upon an advanced model being able to present deformability orientation, failure mechanisms require
applying the effects of measured quantities by instruments as equivalent nodal forces producing equal energies to
abnormal difference values as mechanical load, starting with changing of stress, deformations and pore pressure
at different locations in the embankments and the foundation. The limited instrument location values and
impossibility of measuring continuous pressure at every point means limiting the number of measurements along
certain profiles upstream and downstream from needs special cares to judge about probable damages which could
occur between measuring points. Generally, pressure should be measured at any point where a variation could
indicate a potential disorder. For each type of earth/rock-fill dam, design principles and modes of potential of
different damage/failure are to be detailed and damage correlation to different instrument measured quantities
must be investigated and clarified through the use of a capable constitutive model.
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The paper concludes with the general case of dam foundation related to monitoring for any
embankment dams and stresses the importance of automatic data acquisition and processing as a complement to
modern dam instrumentation programs leads to the proposed damage detecting method.

2.

MULTI-LAMINATE CONCEPT

For a multi-phase material such as soil that supports the overall applied loads through contact
cohesion/friction, the overall mechanical response ideally may be described on the basis of micro-mechanical
behaviour of grains interconnections. Naturally, this requires the description of overall stress/strain,
characterization of fabric, representation of kinematics, development of local rate constitutive relations and
evaluation of the overall differential constitutive relations in terms of the local quantities. Representation the
overall stress/strain/compliance tensor in terms of micro level stresses and the condition, number and magnitude
of contact forces has long been the aim of numerous researchers (Nemat-Nasser, et. al., (1983) [4]. The multilaminate developed by Sadrnejad, et al., (1992, 2017) [5, 6], is capable of predicting the behaviour of geomaterials, such as rock, on the basis of sliding mechanisms, elastic behaviour of intact parts and possibilities to
see different plasticity models for the most possible sliding orientations.
A multi-laminate model incorporating a mixture of the kinematic and static constraints should be
physically more realistic that simply is supported by continuum mechanics law. Figure 1 shows Real
aggregation of particles and 2D representation of artificial polyhedron, orientation of 17 sampling planes tangent
on sphere surface and in cubes. The values of weighted coefficients of 17 independent planes are shown in
Table 1.

Figure 1 (a) Real aggregation of particles and simulated polyhedrons view; (b) direction
of 17 sampling planes on the surface of sphere and, c) in cubes
Table 1: direction cosines and weighted coefficients for 17 planes

The created polyhedrons are roughly by 17 sliding planes, passing through each point in medium. The
location of tip heads of normal to the planes defining corresponding direction cosines are shown on the surface
of unit radius sphere. In ideal case, the normal integration is considered as summing up the individual micro
effects correspond to infinite number of micro sampling planes. Any set of six or nine strain components apply
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to dxdydz element sides can be transferred to a new coordinate built on a sampling plane where, one coordinate
axis is normal to plane surface. According the use of 17 planes in multi-laminate numerical integration
(sadrnejad, (2017)) [6], the strain tensor at any point with 6 or 9 components is equal to numerically integrated
weighted 17 on plane, 3 components strain tensor. Consequentially, gradual application of abnormal differences
of instrument recorded values converted to equivalent stress/strain increments and solving to satisfy minimum
energy level on any of dxdydz element leads to carry out internal sampling plane deformations which can
introduce damaged widened/slides on plane cracks. This analytical method is to be used to detect internal
damages through concrete dam body. According to continuum mechanics law, any set of six or nine strain
components apply to an element can be transferred to a new coordinate built on a sampling plane where, one
coordinate axis is normal to plane surface. In multi-laminate frame work, the on plane micro-strain components
were calculated and finally the macro-strain tensor was identified by superimposition of on-plane micro-strain
components of sampling plane transformed matrix obtained through direction cosines of sampling points on the
surface of a unit sphere. The basic numerical integration equation of function f(x,y,z), distributed over the
surface of sphere element and replacing that by strain distribution over the element surface as that function are
written as follows:
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that to relate global stress and strain relation to this micro-level upon equation 1,
it is written as follows:
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D-1 is material compliance matrix. According to equilibrium of forces of corresponding stresses in continuum
law, the integration of stress distribution on the sphere surface is equal to the summation of on plane stresses
that can be omitted from both sides of equation. Then a new integrand equation based on material compliance
matrix is obtained as follows:
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Regarding the equilibrium of the forces to find three stress components on an oblique plane through element,
equilibrium is satisfied. On the other hand, transferring six or nine stress components of three faces of element
to new coordinate system that the oblique plane is normal to one axis of that, the same results as equilibrium
will be obtained [6].

3.

DAMAGE EFFECTS ON MODULUS MATRIX

In order to attain to the double constraint aspect, after analogy of the projections of stress and strain
tensors on the multi-laminates, it was certain that it is possible to separate the behavior of material into two
distinct parts as deviatoric and volumetric. So if we discrete the strain tensor as the volumetric and deviatoric
parts firstly and then project each of them on the multi-laminates separately, we may try to obtain the deviatoric
part of the modules matrix from the behaviors which are taking place on the multi-laminates and the volumetric
one which is not affected by the direction characteristics and essentially is isotropic, obtained in the ordinary
coordinate system and summed up to the deviatoric part at the end of each step of loading. Therefore, modulus
matrix is written as follows:
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Total deviatoric part of constitutive matrix is computed from superposition of its counterparts in turn,
are calculated based on the damage occurred on each plane depending on its specific loading conditions. This
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damage is evaluated according to the five separate damage functions; each of them belongs to the particular
loading states. This five loading conditions are as follows:
I. Hydrostatic Compression; II. Hydrostatic Tension; III. Pure Shear; IV. Shear + Compression; V.
Shear + Tension
On each multi-laminate at each time of loading history, there exists one specific loading situation that it
may be in one of the five mentioned basic loading conditions. For every five moods, a specific damage function
according to the authoritative laboratory test results available in the literature is assigned. Then, for each state of
on plane loading, one of the five introduced damage functions will be computed with respect to the history of
micro-stress and strain components. These five damage functions are as follows:
I) hydrostatic compression: ω
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Parameters a to k in the above relations are computed according to laboratory results obtained for each
specific concrete.  eq in equations (5) to (9), is equivalent or combined average strain and in the other relations
stands for the magnitude of projected deviatoric strain vector on each sampling plane. Linear elastic intact
behavior of concrete adopted upon two parameters for ease as elasticity and Poisson's coefficients [7].

4.

EQUIVALENT NODAL FORCES TO DISORDERS

Any excess disorder values of displacements, stresses and pore water pressures are balanced to
equivalent nodal forces and apply to corresponding elements in whole structure with initial normal condition.
Assuming large deformation u recorded, the equivalent nodal forces are calculated as follows:

B
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Assuming excess stresses  recorded, the equivalent nodal forces are calculated as follows:
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Assuming excess pore water pressure p recorded, the equivalent nodal forces are calculated as follows:
nl

0

nl )pdV

Assuming excess strain  recorded, the equivalent nodal forces are calculated as follows:
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Adding incrementally these equivalent forces and corresponding strains, damage functions approach to
one and stiffness matrices start decreasing. Therefore, more volumetric strains increase with on plane normal
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strains are created and permeability coefficients increase lead to less pore water pressure and more seepage
flows.

5.

ZIPINGPU CFRD AND WENCHUAN EARTHQUAKE

The strong ground motion (Ms = 8.0) of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan Province of China
caused severe damage to the Zipingpu concrete face rock-fill dam (CFRD) [1, 8, 9]. The maximum crest
settlement was approximately 1.0 m, and several local failure and joint dislocations were observed in the
reinforced concrete face slabs. Figure 2 shows cross section geometry and three-dimension FEM mesh of dam
employed in numerical analysis. The three components of acceleration time history of earthquake and
global/local damages as face slab sheared line [10, 11, 12] are shown in Figure 3-a, b, c and d, respectively. The
site measuring analysis represented that the rupture process of the earthquake has extended along the fault from
south to north east up to more than 300km. The represented seismic source time function displays a sequence of
rupture cause a quite long duration with a total interval of about 120 s as shown in Figure 4. However, the
conducted calculation showed that the only the first 16 seconds, particularly the last 6 seconds (i.e. since 10 th to
16th seconds) of this time history was enough to create some on plane failure (as a set of initial damages) in face
slabs at elevation 850 m.a.s.l. Exceeding the stated failure condition (till 16 th second), the calculation was
stopped.

Figure 2 a) Dam cross section geometry [11], b) 3D FEM mesh

Figure 3 a, b, and c) three components of acceleration time histories, and d) global and
local damages in dam concrete face [10].
The most critical point close to the selected position at elevation 850 has been supervised during the
stated time period. The on plane normal and shear stress time histories of 17 planes are recorded and presented
to control and compared with each other to check the priority. Figure 4-a to –c shows on plane normal stress
during 6 seconds. Also, Figure 5-a to –c shows on plane shear stress during the same period. It must be noted
that all 17 planes were active during earthquake shaking, however, planes number 2, 5, 6, and 11met failure
showing damage coefficient equal to 1. Figure 5-d shows the orientation of failed planes. The final stress
components values on plane number 5, 6, and 11reveal that there are a few shear stresses, however, tensile stress
caused tensile failure. The final stress condition on plane number 2 is not tensile; however, before this stage its
damage coefficient reached 1 and failed due to high shear stress in combination with tension.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-a to –c shows on plane normal stress during 6 seconds
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-a to –c shows on plane shear stress during 6 seconds, d) the failed planes
To configure a continuous failure surface, a push over all failed planes in different gauss points must be
plotted. However, the activity and damage progressions of gauss points located along and across sheared zone
reveal a physical crushed fissured in concrete face slab and also in supporting rock fill zone shear bands.
Although, only a short period of 6 seconds duration of 120 seconds earthquake time history is considered in this
example, severe damaged zones including very many damaged points including several failed planes detected
that show a huge crushed zone in both concrete face and supporting rock fill.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This article sets out to present the main points of how to employ instrumentation recording data to
analyze numerically detecting damaged zone and types in dam static/dynamic mode. Also, it has been revealed
that since each dam and its foundations represent an individual case, it is essential that a dialogue be
established between the designers of the structures and the instrumentation specialists, before a site’s
instrumentation is determined for possibility of accurate damage detection by the proposed model.
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As a result of the considerable capability of the proposed damage detecting model, the
equipment r e c o r d i n g d a t a involved undergoes constant study designed to improve its performance and
improvements c a n b e especially notable not only in the area of improved instruments but also in automatic
data acquisition and related software. Current trends in the field of instrumentation and numerical modeling
emphasize the search for higher resolution and precision, providing more accurate measurements and permitting
rapid detection of any behavioral anomalies. Increasing the life of these instruments as well as dam safety
through strict quality control is a constant concern, moreover, with special attention paid to protection against
recording accuracy due to resolution and proper location of instruments. Finally, virtually no instrumentation
and corresponding location is considered complete without automatic data acquisition and processing, which
increases the reliability of the results, yields more detailed analyses, with alarm thresholds, and
unquestionably enhances dam safety.
In closing, it should be recalled that dam monitoring and this kind of numerical analysis is a key
component of dam safety. Because the failure of a dam can lead to human as well as economic disaster, no
compromise in regards to instrumentation quality or reliability should be made.
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